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AO1 - Top Level Two is right. There are flaws in the planning process, but student clearly 
learned a lot and was aware of issues and how to develop. Plan changes are fairly well 
documented and some of the reasoning is sound. Deadlines met. Research logs show 
enough evidence about planning changes for L2. OK on choice and independence. 
Reasoning behind choice? 

AO2 - Agreed. Level Three. Good range of resources and way in which they were 
researched. Evidence of genuine independence there. Evaluation of resources very good 
indeed, clearly well trained. Research diary invaluable here. Good evidence of process. Very 
thoughtful comments on research. 

AO3 - Agreed. Low Level Three. A better idea of the journey would have helped. What sort 
of base started from? Obviously moving into an unknown area, so quite an achievement. 
Really felt that this student had learned a lot on skills front. Presentation evidence very 
useful here, presentation well used by both student and assessors. Sound thinking and 
focus on skills. 

AO4 - Perhaps a little high? Could argue a case for top L2 or bottom L3. Evidence very 
good, just needed a bit more on process as well as outcome. Again presentation well used 
for illustrating this AO and research diary again vital. Leads on to? Personal development? 

 

General points 

Clearly a well trained student. Well aware of what it was all about. Always the right focus on 
skills, yet there was real achievement here. Full research diary invaluable-[sample only 
shown]. Vital for evidence of AO1, 2 and 4. Different start point from Exemplar 1. Centre 
good at standardising. Comments appropriate and always highly objective. 
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CONTACT US
Staff at the OCR Customer Contact Centre are available to 
take your call between 8am and 5.30pm, Monday to Friday.

We’re always delighted to answer questions and give advice.

Telephone 01223 553998

www.ocr.org.uk




